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By Phil Jones Reports of the demise of the call minute trading exchange have been greatly 
exaggerated, according to Arbinet Communications Inc's Curt Hockemeier, who yesterday 
revealed plans to launch a quality-lead trading service next month, and called on other 
exchanges to adopt Arbinet international calling codes as a global standard. 
 
In an exclusive interview with ComputerWire in London yesterday, the CEO of New York-based 
Arbinet said recent failures among last year's raft of new telecom minute trading exchanges 
are not evidence of a lack of interest in telecoms minute exchanges. Arbinet's own trading 
volumes are increasing at around 30% per month, and are achieving "an annualized run rate 
of 2 billion minutes," Hockemeier said. 
 
The health of the bandwidth and call minute trading exchange sector, which is barely five 
years old, has been called into question this year as formerly rocketing demand for 
bandwidth has flattened, and new entrants to the market have struggled to gain a foothold. 
At the beginning of this year, GlobalTelexchange Inc and AIG Telecom, a subsidiary of 
American International Group Inc, ceased trading within days of each other (NBD 01/16/01), 
and more recently the broadband exchange of Enron Corp, the US energy utility, shocked 
analysts by posting a $102m second-quarter loss. 
 
The exchanges are suffering from the slump in bandwidth demand growth, just as a number 
of new players, including several utilities spin-offs, have entered the market. Some, such as 
Enron, have compounded their problems by choosing to build fiber capacity of their own, as 
well as trading third party capacity, while others have been hit by the plague of bad debt that 
has blighted the whole telecoms sectors, as new carriers and ISPs such as Viatel, PSINet and 
GTS have defaulted on bonds, or entered Chapter 11. 
 
According to Hockemeier though, the ability of exchanges such as Arbinet to shelter sellers 
from exposure to defaulters, while also offering buyers efficient access to best-value 
bandwidth, will continue drive growth in traded minutes among carriers, ISPs and voice over 
IP (VoIP) service operators. 
 
Arbinet now has grounds to claim that it is the biggest trader of call minute volumes in the 
market, having past the 1.5 billion minute mark barely a year after its launch in August 2000. 
By comparison older exchange operators, such as Band-X Ltd, which deal in longer-term bulk 
capacity contracts, are believed to trade around 300 minutes per year. 



 
Hockemeier attributes the success of Arbinet's model to the company's focus on real-time 
execution of call minute transactions against spot prices, using a sophisticated provisioning 
and billing platform that automates the entire process. Arbinet exchange "members" (who 
now number 135) can set price and quality thresholds for call minutes terminated at any of 
6,500 international destinations. The buy bids are matched automatically against sell notices, 
and in the last quarter Hockemeier claimed Arbinet delivered an average 19% saving to 
buyers because the exchange automatically defaults deals to the lowest available price for the 
buyer's stipulated answer seizure rate (ASR). 
 
Next month, however, Hockemeier said Arbinet will introduce a new trading option that will 
lead on quoted ASR rather than price. With call minute prices now at a modern low, 
Hockemeier believes larger carriers are more concerned with guaranteeing a minimum ASR 
quality, than always seeking the best price, and he believes they will be encouraged to buy 
greater traffic volume using the new system. 
 
Hockemeier said Arbinet can also offer savings to carriers by promoting the wider use of its 
own-developed international call coding (ICC) break-out database, which uses a sophisticated 
index to keep track of "break out" destinations around the globe, and the categories of 
service they can support. At the moment, he said, most carriers use their own ICC systems to 
program their switches, and frequently struggle to keep track of changes to listed services at 
1,000s of different destinations. One international bulk carrier, he said, recently revealed 
that it had had to update 10,000 ICC records in a single week. 
 
Arbinet proposes to offer ICC updating as a separate service, operated independently of its 
trading exchange. Instead, it would license the ICC system on a per-switch basis, updating 
the codes to all switches once very two weeks. 
 
As well as taking a time-consuming task off the hands of carriers, the proposed ICC service 
will also introduce a global ICC standard for the first time, reducing provisioning errors that 
can cost carriers 100s of millions of dollars, and also potentially eradicating billing disputes 
that can run into billions of dollars, Hockemeier claimed. 
 
Since advertising the scheme on the Arbinet web site, Hockemeier said 220 carriers in 
addition to existing exchange members have registered interest in the ICC proposal. He has 
also broached the proposal with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), and 
during his current visit to London, Hockemeier told ComputerWire, he will also approach 
Band-X and other Europe-based exchange operators to encourage them to back the scheme 
as well. 


